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With Heat Pipes Tagan needs no summer break! 

Ahrensburg, July 2010:  

After a long and intensive development finally the time has come: PipeRockIII is the name of the new, 
modular Tagan power supply series, which will be available from mid-August in specialised stores. The first 
units with an output of 700 Watt have already arrived in the warehouse. Later, the series will be completed 
with 800, 900 and 1000 Watt models. 

The brand new power supplies that meet 80Plus® Silver requirements are equipped with a new heat pipe 
technology, which improves the cooling system enormously. The heat pipes lead away the heat from the 
voltage converters and forward them directly to the cooling fins, which are placed in the air flow. Thereby, the 
large 13.5 cm fan will be relieved greatly and can rotate correspondingly slowly which causes little noise, 
even under hot summer temperatures. In addition, the buyers enjoy a very long life time of the less stressed 
components. 

Four independent +12 V rails provide individual power to the connected devices and therewith stabilise the 
system. The power supplies operate with an efficiency of more than 85% extremely economically. Heat 
losses are minimized and far less power is needed - that saves money and conserves the environment. All 
models of the PipeRockIII series meet already the new EuP requirements and work in stand-by mode ecol-
ogically as well. 

A total of 15 ports for peripherals are available. The necessary PCI-Express connectors are supporting cur-
rent graphics cards as well as CrossFire and SLI configurations. Practical ribbon cables with modular, fool-
proof plugs make a clean cable installation a breeze. They also maintain order and optimise the airflow in-
side for a better cooling of all elements.  

Of course, there are integrated protection circuits against over voltages, short circuits and high currents in 
order to protect the valuable components.  

The PipeRockIII power supplies are delivered in an attractive retail packaging. They are marketed exclusive-
ly by MaxPoint Handelsgesellschaft mbH. The TG700-BZIII is offered for the recommended retail price of 
129 €. 

 

About MaxPoint Handelsgesellschaft mbH 

MaxPoint is a leading and international operating producer and importer of innovative IT-peripherals and 
LED-lamps with headquarters in Ahrensburg near Hamburg (Germany). Established in 1993, the company 
attracted repeatedly attention due to groundbreaking new product developments and awards. At present, the 
MaxPoint Group consists of several divisions concentrating independently from each other on their particular 
clientele, but offering a well-adapted overall portfolio. The most important brands are Tagan, SilverPower, 
Aplus, RackMax and KeySonic. 
 

 


